
Write the names of the different types of imaginative stories. 
Continue on the next page.

An old or traditional story about people and places in a 
country. 

A short fictional story, often about animals, with a moral 
which teaches a lesson, eg. Aesop's fables. 

A fantasy story with fairies or magic people or animals; 
or with archetypal characters such as a heroine, a prince, 
village people; and enchanted places and events. 

A love story. 

A type of narrative which is exciting and which might have 
suspenseful, dangerous or scary activity, such as crime, 
mystery, speed, running, car chases, bombs, crashing, 
fighting.

A story about something strange, puzzling, secret, hidden, 
baffling, not easily understood or explained. We don’t know, 
we wonder about it. 

A story which arouses terror, strong fear, disgust, shock.

Supernatural; ghosts, vampires, zombies, werewolves, etc.

Life writing: a story or narrative about someone's life, a 
biography, autobiography or memoir. 

A story about real-life people and situations.

A short, interesting, entertaining, amusing or inspiring story 
about a personal event.

fairytale historical story legend epic 

myth anecdote horror romance 

science fiction adventure folktale quest 

mystery paranormal thriller/action fable  

life story real-life drama
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A type of fiction usually set in another time and another 
place or universe, with futuristic technology. There might be 
time travel, space travel, adventure, exploration, discovery, 
other planets, spaceships, rockets, robots, aliens, danger, 
fighting, a utopia or dystopia.

A story based on past events, people, places, things; what 
happened in the past.

A larger-than-life story from history, tradition or religion, 
with a larger-than-life hero and amazing events. It might be 
partly true, and might demonstrate the values of courage, 
justice, strength, etc.

A story or long poem about great events in history, 
mythology or legend; involving heroes and big action, 
adventures, and often battles.

A story from history, tradition or religion; often with 
supernatural or imaginary beings, such as gods and 
goddesses; and sometimes giving explanations for natural 
or social events, such as the creation of the world. 

A narrative about an experience which is new, different, 
out of the ordinary, unusual, unknown, exciting. It may be 
risky or dangerous, and require action, struggle, courage, 
determination.

A story about a big search, to find or achieve something, 
such as going to a special place, finding knowledge, or 
becoming a doctor.
The hero or heroine might go on a journey to search for 
treasure, a magical object, or the answer; or there might be 
a struggle to overcome evil. 

animal story

crime/detective
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